
DISC USSION. 5.0 .I 

Enrichment in this type of vein is caused by (x) the leaching 
of the calcite, which causes a removal of a valueless element, 
leaving a smaller mass of richer ore, and (2) l>y mechanical con- 
centration of fine gold along channels caused by fracturing and 
by the removal .of the calcite by solution. 

F. T. EDDINGFIELD. 

THE FORMATION OF THE SECONDARY SILICATE 

ZONE IN CONTACT-METAMORPHIC 

ORE-DEPOSITS. 

Sir: That recryatallization of the impurities originally preseni 
in a limestone plays some part in the formation of the secondary 
silicates of contact-metamorphic zones will hardly be denied even 
by those who believe that magmatic emanations have added their 
quota of silica, iron and alumina to aid in forming the new 
minerals. It has .been admitted by Bartell for the Marysville 
deposits x and by Knopf for those on the Seward Peninsula," even 
though in both cases it is shown .that magmatic additions are also 
important, and the present writer some years ago maintained' that 
careful study would probably show in most contact metamorphic 
ores two series of silicates--one due to recrystallization, and the 
other the result of magmatic additions? I believe, however, that 
the latter process is the predominating one, and that the facts do 
not bear out the contention of Mr. Uglow that "the balance of 
the evidence seems to be quite in favor of the origin of the second- 
ary silicate zones by the elimination of the excess of CaCO, and 
the recrystallization of the impurities into lime silicates. "4 Ac- 
cording to his definition Mr. Uglow includes in "secondary sili- 
cates" all silicates of the contact zones not containing fluorine, 
boron, or other mineralizers, and that means for the districts cited 
practically all of the contact minerals, for tourmaline, fluorine, 
etc., are notably scarce or entirely lacking. 

• U.S. Geol. Sun, Prof. Paper 57. 
' U.S. Geol. Sun, Bull. 358. 
8 Eng. and Min. Jour., September xo, •9•o. 
'EcoN. G•rox.., VIII., p. 233. 
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The chief point made •by Mr. Uglow in the paper cited is that 
a comparison of the analyses of fresh and metamorphosed lime- 
stones shows little variation in the respective ratios of silica, iron 
and alumina. In support of this he plots the ratios on a straight 
line diagram, and calls attention-to the slight departure of the 
lines plotted from the perpendicular. It should be noted', how- 
ever, that the slope of these lines is dependent upon the relative 
scale used for the abscissas and ordinates, and that these have no 
fixed relationship to each other. Mr. Uglow might have placed 
the vertical lines representing •oo, 2o% etc., many times farther 
apart, or the horizontal lines representing SiO, A1203, etc., much 
nearer together, and in either case the slope Of the plotted lines 
would have been much greater. Because there is no factor that 
can determine the relative vertical and horizontal scales of the 

diagram, the slope of the plotted lines merely shows that the 
changes in lime and magnesium ratios are greatest--which every- 
one admits, and which does not bear upon the problem. 

I f we study the fi#ures plotted, we see that in many cases there 
is far from a "relative constancy" in the ratios discussed, for 
example, Iron Springs, SiOn. •5.5, Al•.Oa 20. 9, Fe •2.o; Bisbee, 
SiO2 8.8, Al•Oa-[-Fe•_O• •.•, White Knob, SiO• 2•.5, AlcOa 
-[-Fe•Oa 8:0, Morenci, SiO2 2.9, AI•O•-[-Fe2Oa 5-3- The fact 
that there is considerable variation between the ra•rios of these 

substances in the fresh and altered limestones is brought out in 
the following table, the analyses being taken from Mr. Uglow's 
paper, except in the case of Silverbell, which he does not consider. 
The numerical results are essentially the game as Mr. Uglow's, 
but this way of stating them makes the situation apparent at a 
glance. 

Iron Springs: 

Unaltered limestone. 

SiOn. 
AI•.Oo -- 4- •5 
A120.• 

Fe 2.95 

Metamorphosed 
limestone. 

5.58 

1.71 
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Hastings Co., Ont.' 

SiO2 
AI:•Oa 

Al:•Oa 
Fe 

Bisbee, Ariz.' 

3.63 2.73 

2.79 2.93 

SiO2 
AlcOa q- Fe2Oa -- xo.5 

White Knob, Ida.: 

SiOg 
AlgOa q- Fe2Oa -- 3.46 

Chinacello, Chile: 

x3.x9 

1.28 

SiO2 
A12Oa q- F%Oa = 6.49 4.74 

San Jose:., 

SiO• 
AlgOa q- F%Oa -- 7.•8 7.46 

Silverbell, Ariz.: 

SiO• 
AlgOa q- F%Oa-- .64 •.•8 

Morenci- 

SiO2 
AlgOa q- FegOa -- -- 9.97 •'35 

The above figures show an approximate constancy only in the 
cases of San Jose, and Hastings County; in the others there is a 
variation of from 20 to 700 per cent. x In quoting the analyses 
'Mr. Uglow states that they are not entirely reliable because they 
represent analyses of a single contact mineral, and not of average 

x in actual fact the only reliable way 'to compare fresh and altered rocks is 
on the basis of some one constituent remaining constant as Leith and Harder 
for Iron Springs. The present method is used here because it is Mr. Uglow's, 
and this letter is concerned with his arguments. 
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samples of the contact zone. It must be remembered that contact 
zones are in many cases solid masses of garnet with very sub- 
ordinate amounts of the other silicates and some calcite, and were 
such a thing as an average sample possible (which it often is not, 
in view of the bunchy irregular distribution of the minerals), it 
would probably not alter the ratios under discussion. 

If the silicate zone represented a recrystallization of the r-esid- 
ual part of the limestone, the proportion of alumina to silica and 
iron should be somewhat greater in the altered rock, for alumina 
is less readily removed. Yet at Iron Springs, a locality famous 
because here Leith and Harder first advanced the hypothesis of 
recrystallization after leaching, the reverse is the case, both iron 
and silica having increased relative to alumina. 

In fact the point most strongly insisted upon by Professor 
Kemp in all of his studies on this subject is not that the garnet 
represents the actual additions from the magma, but that the 
garnet is largely an iron garnet, and that the preponderance of 
iron in the metamorphosed zone is too great to be explained on 
the basis of recrystallization of an ordinary limestone. In many 
of the western occurrences, garnet so far preponderates that 
there is no possibility of alumina being increased by.other min- 
erals that have not 'been included in the analysis. At Silverbell, 
for example, aluminous minerals are present in the contact zone' 
only in microscopic accessories. Practically all of the alumina is 
present in the garnet, yet this mineral contains t. wice as much iron 
as alumina. x Surely it must have been an unusual limestone that 
after the leaching necessary to remove much of the CaCO would 
still contain such an excess of iron over alumina. Moreover the 

iron could not have .been concentrated at the contact by leaching 
by meteoric waters as Professor Lawson's hypothesis would 
assume, for at Silverbell the limestone occurs as small blocks com- 
pletely swamped in the intrusives. At the time of the formation 
of the garnet, meteoric water (except that small amount included 
in the sediments) could have reached the contact only by seeping 

• C. A. Stewart, "Geology and Ore Deposits of Silverbell, Ariz.," A. I. M. 
E., Bull., May, 1912. 
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through'the heated igneous rocks or by working downward into 
regions of h.igh temperature. - 

Of the cases discussed that in Hastings County seems on basis 
of the ratios to fit the recrystallization hypothesis, arid this may 
well be because that locality is not connected with the Western 
Cretaceous intrusives so rich in magmatic waters. Professor 
Kemp's paper shows that at San Jose the garnet contains iron all 
out of proportion to the iron i'n residual clays. 

The paragenesis of minerals in contact zones is not simply sili- 
cates first and ores second, but is more complex. Some years 
ago I plotted' the order of formation of contact minerals from all 
descriptions available, and concluded that "there is a series' of 
silicates formed first. After these come the ore-minerals, usually 
intergrown with a second series of silicates, and there' is often a 
period of formation of contact minerals continuing after the ore- 
deposition. TM This' accords with the idea that a part of the con- 
tact'silicates are formed by recrystallization, but that magmatic 
/tdditions of silica, iron and alumina accompany if they d6 not 
p•:ecede the ores. 

The lack o• evidence of replacement as seen in some deposits is 
explained. 'by Dr. Stutzer's theory of •'pegrnatite-l. ike deposition "2 
Which Mr. Uglow does' not mention,' and surely the quartz and 
calcite in juxtal•ositioh are as puzzling under the recry•tallization 
hypothesis as under that of magmatic emanations. 

The statement that "alfimina is 'unkriown in magmatic emana- 
tions" is often boldly made, but'still lacks proof. Our only direct 
evidence in regard to magrnati}: emanations (if we exclude the 
contact zones)-comes from analyses of volcanic gases, and o'f 
course alumina is not found there because bf reduced heat and 

pressure. On ge'neral probability, however, there is no reason 
why hot water coming from a magma under great' pressure should 
not carry some alumina in soltalon. This is supported by the 
presence 'of alumina in the aquo•igneous pegmatites, and by the 
o(•casional presence of adularia in vein•. Alumina would'be less 

• Eng. and Min. Journ., September Io, I9•o. 
2 Zeitschrij't .l•iir p•,aktische Geologie, XVII., pp. •45-•55. 
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in amount in magmatic waters and would not be carried far from 
the intrusive. 

It seems to the writer that the only way to deny the importance 
of magmatic additions in contact zones is to deny that there have 
ever been magmatic waters issuing from the intrusix/e. If one 
admits, as does Mr. Uglow, that waters do issue from the intru- 
sive, he surely .will be hard pressed for an explanation of their 
inability to carry in solution some of the elements contained in the 
rocks through which they have passed. That elements like potash, 
soda, etc., are less frequently found at the contacts is explained 
by their greater solubility permitting them to migrate into colder 
regions. The recent work of Spurr and Garrey has shown altera- 
tion of the intrusives themselves that can be accounted for only 
on the basis of magmatic waters carrying in solution much min- 
eral matter. This alteration continues up to the contact. Why 
should it then not effect the more susceptible limestone ? 

The matter of volume changes has already been discussed by 
Professor Kemp, and need not be entered into here. The sum of 
this matter seems to be that in some instances the evidence in 

regard to volume changes is of no value because of the disturb- 
ances attendant upon intrusion, but that there are other cases in 
which structure of the original rock has 'been replaced in situ by 
contact minerals. In such instances leaching of the limestones 
and recrystallization of the residual products cannot apply even 
with the wildest stretch of the imagination. 

When contact metamorphism follows impure beds it does not 
necessarily mean that no magmatic addition has taken place, but 
simply that there has first been a recrystallization forming a 
porous bed into which the magmatic solutions penetrate most 
easily, as has been suggested by Weed. The fact that selective 
metamorphism is sometimes in the purer beds indicates that 
recrystallization is not the only factor. 

In summary then, while admitting that recrystallization plays 
a part in the formation of secondary silicates, we believe that in- 
most cases it plays a minor r61e for the following reasons. 

I. The ratios between the percentages of silica, alumina, and 
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iron in the fresh and unaltered rock do not remain the same, but 
show a variation ranging from 2o to several hundred per cent., and 
this supposed agreement between ratios is the chief affirmative 
argument advanced' by the advocates of recrystallization. 

2. Iron is frequently higher than alumina in the contact zones 
ma relationship not common in residual clays. 

3. The order of crystallization, involving, as it does, two 
periods of silicate formation, is best explained. on the ground'of 
both processes being at work. 

4- The preservation of original structures shows that in some 
instances, at leas.t, leaching of the limestone could not have taken 
place. 

5- Other supposed difficulties in the way of the theory of mag- 
matic emanations are explained by some modifications of the 
theory advanced by Dr. Stutzer. 

6. To deny that magmatic additions take place is to deny that 
magmatic waters issue from the intrusive, for if such waters do 
issue they must carry material in solution. 

The occasion for the whole dispute on this subject seems to be 
the fact that both recrystallization and magmatic additions have 
taken place, and that observers are too prone to apply what they 
have seen in one district to other districts. It is not always pos- 
sible to distinguish .between the effects of recrystallization and 
"additive metasomati'sm" as Barrell has done at Marysville, but 
the evidence cited above does seem to show that in the western 

localities the second process has been of great importance. I am 
unwilling to believe that this evidence, collected by such observers 
as Kemp, Lindgren and Spurr, is rendered wor.thless by the "per- 
sonal equation," and I cannot see how any personal equation could 
explain the enormous solid masses of iron garnet at Silverbell on 
the basis of recrystallization. 

C. A. STEWART. 

" ALGONKIAN " VS. "PRE-CAMBRIAN." 

Sir: In the April-May number of Eco•o•txc GEOLOGY over 
the signatures of eight New England geologists I note ,the 
following: 


